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Results from our week-long Twitter
poll asking followers who they will be
voting for on Nov. 8 has closed. See
the results in today’s issue.
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Lindsey Nerbonne and the UNH ﬁeld hockey team
upset the No. 17 Albany Great Danes in New York
on Sunday.
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Suspect not yet
found in Sammy’s
Market assault
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Suspect caught on camera outside of Campus Convenience
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UNH community celebrates College Woods Day
By Alycia Wilson
DESIGN EDITOR
UNH students and faculty members
gathered in James Hall on Wednesday, Oct.
12 to enjoy treats and beverages with members of the College Woods Coalition in celebration of College Woods Day. Among
these individuals was Arthur Borror, a former zoology professor who spent 35 years
at UNH.
Attendees gathered around as Linda
Isaacson, a retired UNH professor of natural resources and an outstanding member
of the College Woods Coalition, presented

Borror with mementos of appreciation.
These gifts included a College Woods tshirt, Isaacson’s homemade painted note
cards with descriptions courtesy of forest professor James Barrett of the College of Natural Resources, and a hat with
the College Woods logo.
The presentation gave attendees
an opportunity to understand Borror’s
impact within the university as a man
not only described by former students
as a remarkable teacher and naturalist,
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One of the on-campus entrances to College
Woods located by the Field House.

Woods
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Clear eyes, full hearts, can’t lose the election

By Elizabeth
Clemente
MANAGING EDITOR
According to a media release statement put out by the
Durham Police Department at 2
p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 16, ofﬁcers
responded to a reported assault
at Sammy’s Market, located at 5
Madbury Road, at approximately
11:15 a.m. that morning. The release stated that a male assaulted
the store clerk before ﬂeeing the
scene on foot, according to victim
and witness accounts. Following
the assault, the victim was transported to Wentworth-Douglass
Hospital in Dover with injuries
were not life threatening.
The UNH Police Department, the Durham Fire Department and McGregor Memorial
EMS assisted the Durham police
in responding to the incident.
The release described the
suspect as a 20-30 year old white
male with dark hair, who was last
seen wearing jeans, a gray and
black striped sweatshirt and blue
Nike sneakers. The Durham Police Department asked that anyone who can identify the male
in the photo or who has any additional information contact the
station at (603)-868-2324.
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(Above) Connie Britton visits campus to campaign with UNH Hillary Clinton supporters. (Top right) Staff Writer Madison
Neary interviews Britton on Thompson Hall lawn. (Bottom right) Britton interacts with a UNH student.

TV star Connie Britton visits UNH to campaign for Hillary Clinton on Saturday
By Madison Neary
STAFF WRITER
According to actress and
Dartmouth College alumna Connie Britton, students have traditionally and historically played an
important role in making political
and social change.

Britton spent part of her
afternoon on Saturday, Oct. 15
campaigning for Hillary Clinton
with the UNH College Democrats
on the Durham campus. From
approximately 1:30–2:15 p.m.,
Britton talked to students about
her support for the Democratic
presidential nominee and the importance of their votes in the up-

coming election.
“This is an important state
and [Clinton] is an important candidate,” Britton said. “I am a very
strong believer in citizens using
their voice and their power to
shape the country that they want.”
According to UNH junior
and College Democrats President
Elena Ryan, as Nov. 8 quickly

approaches, the get out the vote
(GOTV) efforts throughout campus will increase in the hope of
maximizing student turnout at the
polls. Such GOTV efforts attempt
to increase students’ awareness of
Britton
continued on page 3

Student Senate Update
Last SAFC at Large member chosen, new fraternity and sorority liaison appointed, resolution passed
By Tyler Kennedy
CONTENT EDITOR
The UNH Student Senate undertook multiple actions
concerning various matters on
Sunday evening, Oct. 16.
Firstly, senior recreation
management and policy (RMP)
major Mary Kelliher was approved to ﬁll the ﬁnal at Large
position on the Student Activ-

ity Fee Committee (SAFC).
With Kelliher in place on the
committee, there is now one remaining spot available: a lone
SAFC student senator position.
Other decisions made on Sunday night regarding SAFC included the approval of concepts
for all Student Activity Fee Organizations (SAFOs) that have
previously been approved by
SAFC.
The senate also approved

the decision to appoint senior
health management policy major Alicia DelVento as the new
fraternity and sorority liaison.
Student Senate Speaker
Alex Fries said that the appointment of DelVento is
highly important, due in part to
Erin Courville resigning from
her post as the coordinator of
fraternity and sorority life less
than two weeks ago.
“I think it’s important to

make sure that we have a voice,
and make sure that we can address some policy changes that
need to be done,” Fries said on
the matter regarding DelVento’s
position.
Also, the ﬂoor unanimously passed a resolution regarding
the UNH Police Department.
The purpose of this resolution
is to ensure that university police receive due credit for their
service.

“Essentially, like everything in the world, they [the
UNH police] go through an accreditation process,” Fries said.
“It was basically congratulating
them on the completion of that
and making sure that we pay
them the respect that’s deserved
in that fashion.”
Follow Tyler on Twitter
@TKennedy08
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Recreation Center,
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- Guided Meditation,
Health Services Second floor conference room, (12:1512:45 P.M.)
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Planners as a new
trend
Planners are making their way
back into the “trend world.”
Not only are they visually appealing, but they are also key
resources for organization.
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On Wednesday, Oct. 12, the College Woods Coalition led a small
hike through College Woods. Check out some of the pictures!

Jog for Jaclyn
event recap
On Sunday morning, Oct. 16,
Wildcats and locals gathered by
B Lot to complete the 5k Jog For
Jaclyn.
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The UNH football team suffered their ﬁrst loss of conference play Saturday against the James Madison Dukes.
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continued from page 1
but also a former attendee of the
ﬁrst ever College Woods dedication ceremony in 1962. Alongside
many College Woods enthusiasts,
the 2016 rededication event celebrated 54 years of the beautiful
natural area that many Wildcats
have grown to enjoy and love.
The College Woods embodies 250 acres of land, 64 of which
are untouched. Many members of
the coalition, including honorary
member and UNH Student Activity Fee Consultant Julie Perron,
said that they feel UNH is very
fortunate to have such conserved
lands on its property, which began with Ben Thompson donating
250 acres of his woodlot in 1891
to what is now UNH.
To this day, however, that
land does not have legal protection.
“The main goal of the coalition is to serve as a living archive
of woods history, to encourage
awareness of the woods and issues that may affect it and to work
to keep the area open, preserved
and enjoyable for generations of
Wildcats in years to come,” Perron said.
After attendees ﬁnished their
snacks and refreshments, the
group continued the session with
a short hike in the woods that the
day was focused on.
The College Woods Coalition’s belief that the woods provide many beneﬁts to the UNH
student body proved to be true,
as the group passed students
trail-running, biking or just taking a stroll. This observation was
noted and pointed out by Borror
as he stopped the group before the
“College Woods Natural Area”
wooden sign.
The bulk of Borror’s discussion consisted of his ﬁrst experiences with the woods and some of
the ways he has been able to utilize the area for educational purposes. Before the College Woods

area was formed, Borror said he
stumbled upon saplings that appeared to have been chopped up
ﬁve or six years prior. According
to Borror, it was the result of a
forestry management class girdling small saplings of secondary
importance to release the trees
that were of higher importance
for whatever purpose. He noted
that the chops were imperfect, so
channels by which growth could
occur were still existent. Today,
the saplings have transformed
into spirally looking trees that
were once girdled in the mid1950s.
“The woods can tell you an
awful lot about what’s going on
and I think that’s really cool,”
Borror said.
The group was then led to
the Paul Bunyan tree, a white pine
that is 49.2 inches in diameter and
almost 13 feet in circumference,
standing approximately 120 feet
tall.
“Everything about Paul the
mythical giant lumberjack of the
north woods was huge,” 10-year
member of the coalition and Department of Natural Resources
and the Environment Associate
Professor Thomas Lee said. “So
I guess it seemed right for early
UNH forestry students and faculty to name the largest tree in
College Woods after him.”
Borror said that when he
taught he would oftentimes lead
his environmental biology and
general biology classes to the
Paul Bunyan pine to allow them
to experience the natural stillness of the area, as he said he is
a strong believer that the natural
land adds an overall quality and
attractiveness to the campus that
cannot be ignored.
“I think there are qualities of
a university that can be measured
by means other than just dollars
and cents,” Borror said. “[The
woods] adds a perspective to the
understanding of land use and allows students to have a special
interest with the natural world.”

TNH photo album

Check out page 5 for Staff Photographer
Brendon Burns’ photo gallery taken
during a walk through College Woods.
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Britton
continued from page 1
the election, giving the students
and also the surrounding community members information and
reminders needed to ensure they
vote on Election Day. Ryan noted
that the student vote is crucial,
and that the young demographic
often needs an extra push getting
to the polls. Ryan said that extra
push comes in the form of Commit to Vote Cards.
According to UNH sophomore and College Democrats
member Christian Merheb, Commit to Vote Cards collect a rough
number of supporters who state
they will vote Democratically on
Election Day. The information
that volunteers gather when collecting these cards helps to inform
committed voters of volunteering
opportunities and also the timing
of important events in the area.
Merheb said that the cards are
sent back to voters before Election Day as a reminder to go to
the polls.
While studying at Dartmouth, Britton said that she realized what was happening in
the world for the ﬁrst time. She
said that she began creating her
own ideas and vision for who
she wanted to be in the world and
what she wanted that world to
look like. According to her, this
was an important part of her life,
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Students for Clinton met Connie Britton on Main Street
this past Saturday.
one she hopes other students will
embrace.
“I am a big supporter of
[Clinton],” Britton said. “I think
that [Clinton] will be really good
for the country and I hope that
[New Hampshire] will embrace
that and push her through.”
Fellow Clinton supporter
and ﬁrst-year student Elias Tyrrel-Walker, who participated in
Saturday’s GOTV effort, highlighted a disconnection he said he
believes many students feel between their speciﬁc demographic
and those who represent them in
government. This is why it is incredibly important for students to
make sure their voices are heard,
according to Tyrrel-Walker.

“If students as a whole were
more engaged…we could alter
the direction of the election,” Tyrrel-Walker said.
UNH was not Britton’s only
stop in New Hampshire. The next
day, on Sunday, Oct. 16, Britton
spent time with her old college
roommate, junior United States
Senator from New York Kirsten
Gillibrand, at their alma mater in
Hanover.
Britton does not campaign
with an ofﬁcial political group, as
she said she does it because she
cares about her country.
“I want to remind people in
[New Hampshire] that their voice
is a very important one in this
election,” Britton said.
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On campus registration
accessible to all UNH
students
By Colleen Irvine
Staff writer
With the presidential
election being under one
month away, the time to vote
is just around the corner, leaving unregistered student voters only a couple of weeks to
register. Thanks to the University of New Hampshire’s program, UNH Votes, registering
to vote as a college student is
easier than ever.
According to the UNH
Votes website, the university
will be providing students
with access to easy registration
through registration drives in
the dining halls, answering
frequently asked questions
(FAQs) about voting and giving specific instructions on
how to register.
Registration drives will
be held Tuesday, Oct. 18 from
11 a.m.–2 p.m. at Philbrook
(Philly) Dining Hall and again
from 6:30-7:30 p.m. in Hubbard Hall; Thursday, Oct.
20 from 1–4 p.m. in Holloway Commons (HoCo) and
6:30-7:30 p.m. in Mills Hall;
Wednesday, Oct. 26 from 11
a.m.–2 p.m. in HoCo and lastly on Saturday, Oct. 29 from
10 a.m.-12 p.m. in HoCo as
well. Students are required to
bring valid identification as

well as proof of local residency in order to register to vote
on campus.
If these times are inconvenient, students can also register on their own time at the
Durham Town Clerk’s Office
up to 10 days prior to the election.
Though some students
may be from out-of-state, they
are still eligible to vote in the
state of New Hampshire. According to the New Hampshire
secretary of state’s website,
students may register in their
college domicile, rather than
their home domicile, if they
so choose. This will allow
out-of-state students to vote in
Durham come Nov. 8.
Students who do not
wish to change their voting
domicile can vote through an
absentee ballot that they can
request through their home
state’s secretary of state website.
If a student wishes to vote
at the Durham polls, but does
not have a valid form of identification, voters can acquire a
domicile affidavit form from
the New Hampshire secretary
of state’s website. They can
then bring the domicile affidavit form to the Durham polls
in order to vote on Election
Day.

ELECTION
DAY is on
Nov. 8
Allison Bellucci/Staff

Want to write for
TNH?

Come to our
contributors’ meeting!

Every Monday
at 8 p.m. in MUB
room 132
Hope to see you there!
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In commemoration of UNH’s annual College Woods Day,
Staff Photographer Brendon Burns captured the beauty of
the university’s woodland area, located on the west side of
campus.

The beauty of College Woods
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Planners trendy around UNH campus
Kate Springer
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Alongside a bag and supplies
for class, increasing numbers of
UNH students are carrying around
another item: a planner. Planners,
also called agendas and assignment notebooks, can take many
forms, but a calendar is typically
included, as is space to write
down additional notes. Some
models even feature inspirational
quotes, along with areas to write
down goals. Color schemes and
designs vary with these planners;
some have bold prints and rich
hues, while others are more traditional in neutral tones.
Sophomore business major
Leah Harris said she has used a
planner since elementary school.
Prior to purchasing one made
by Blue Sky at the start of this
academic year, Harris said she researched planner colors and styles
online before viewing her top
choices in stores.
“I was attracted to the color
and the layout [of the model],”
Harris said. “I like a lot of lines
within each day so I can easily
write about each of my classes
with enough space for everything.”
Sophomore nursing major

Paige Wasson owns an At-AGlance planner, and shares similar thoughts with Harris.
“The At-A-Glance brand has
very cool designs, colors and patterns that also stuck out to me. I
love the color of my planner and
the flowery designs on the inside,” Wasson said.
Popular brands on campus
include Staples, Lilly Pulitzer,
Erin Condren, At-A-Glance and
Kate Spade, but students have
planners by other brands as well.
While the prices for some planners used by UNH students range
anywhere from about $5 to $50,
there are some who use the free
planners distributed by the university.
Senior communications major Laura Doherty said that she
thinks the target audience for
planners is “young professionals
and college girls.” She said she
doesn’t know of any male UNH
students who use one.
Motivation for using planners varies among individuals.
While some said they want to
keep track of assignments, others
said they want to document additional information.
Junior marketing and business administration major Samantha Blaine said she uses her plan-

“ The At-A-Glance brand has very cool
designs, colors and patterns that also
stuck out to me. I love the color of my
planner and the flowery designs on the
inside.”

PAIGE WASSON
SOPHOMORE NURSING MAJOR

KATE SPRINGER/CONTRIBUTING

Just one example of the many planners trending on the
UNH campus this fall.
ner frequently.
“I write homework that was
assigned that day, and then I map
out when future assignments are
due by going through my syllabi
and writing dates down,” Blaine
said.
Sophomore human development and family studies major
Caroline Foster said she writes
in her planner every day, noting
homework, club meeting times
and events.
“I always have my planner
in my backpack ready to use. I do
not have a specific organizational
system, I just write down what
I need so I remember it,” Foster
said.
Some UNH students have
specific ways of highlighting information within their planners;

Wasson said she writes in hers
with pens, using a different color
for each class.
“I think I have seen an increase of people using planners
because they keep people organized and remind them of particular events coming up,” Harris
said. “Yes, planners are a trend.”
Blaine disagreed with Harris, and said that she doesn’t view
such planner use as being trendy.
“I think it is a convenience
that works for a lot of people,”
Blaine said.
Even with planners being a
common sight around campus,
the rise of technology has influenced the ways students organize
information.
“I think people still use planners for sure, but I also think that,

in today’s day and age, a lot of
people are using their phones for
a planner,” Foster said.
Though planners are popular
at UNH, there remain students
who don’t use them, with sophomore occupational therapy major
Emily Fox being one of them.
“I don’t use a planner because I haven’t had the need,”
Fox said. “Most of my classes
have the assignments posted online, and I write important dates
in my calendar on my phone.”
Fox said she has, however,
noticed some people in her classes using planners.
“I suppose some people
might see someone else with a
planner and copy them, but most
people can decide what works
best for them,” Fox said.
Many planner owners are
satisfied with the aspects of their
respective planner models, but
some students said that there are
certain drawbacks.
“I wish there were a few
more lines with a bigger width to
them to add more detail,” Harris
said.
Similarly, Wasson said,
“Maybe in the future I would
consider getting a larger-sized
planner because the month boxes
are too small to fit in all the assignments I have.”
Foster noted that her planner’s binding has fallen apart
multiple times.
Despite these aspects, some
UNH student planner-users said
they would advise others to use
planners as well.
According to Doherty, using
a planner “is the best way to stay
organized.”
“I think it is a trend that is
here to stay. It’s a great way for
busy college students to stay organized,” Doherty said.

Newsroom
Poll
If you had to change your name, what would it be?
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NH Briefs
Pumpkins Chucked at NH Speedway

Jobs

Lodge Manager, Medawisla Wilderness Lodge & Cabins
Work for the Appalachian Mountain Club as the first manager of this spectacular new facility!
Medawisla (the Abenaki word for loon) is the newest destination in the Appalachian Mountain
Club’s (AMC) Maine Wilderness Lodges network, and an ideal spot for exploring the famed 100-Mile
Wilderness. Located at the confluence of Second Roach Pond and the Roach River, northeast of Greenville, Medawisla offers guests opportunities for hiking, paddling, fly fishing, canoe camping, snowshoeing and cross-country skiing, steps away from their private cabins.
Summary:
The Medawisla Wilderness Lodge & Cabins Manager is responsible, in coordination with the MWI
Facilities Manager and MWI Operations Manager, for year-round operational management, delivery of
guest services, risk management and maintenance at AMC’s newest high quality, full service, facility
in the Moosehead Lake Region of Maine. The Medawisla Manager lives on site as needed in quarters
provided at the facility. The Lodge Manager is the resident host for the site and is expected to support the
delivery of AMC activities, programs and facility services. The Manager is responsible for the efficiency
of the facility with a specific focus on crew supervision, total guest experience and facility operations.
The remote setting of Medawisla requires backcountry skills in all seasons and an enthusiasm for living
in and sharing a wilderness environment.
Priorities include, supervising crew, maintaining a safe and friendly atmosphere for all guests, fulfilling operational needs, supporting AMC’s programs and the mission of providing responsible outdoor
recreation activities,

Help wanted
Delivery Drivers and Customer Reps
Domino’s Pizza is currently looking for delivery drivers and inside help. Must be able to work
some nights and weekends. Fun, fast paced and professional working environment!!
Drivers earn cash every night you work. Must have auto insurance, reliable vehicle and pass a criminal and motor vehicle background check!! We are 5 minutes from Newmarket and 15 from Durham.
72 Portsmouth Ave Stratham, NH 03885 (603)828-4593
Email kdmosko@yahoo.com

LOUDON, N.H. – Pumpkins were going ballistic at the
New Hampshire Motor Speedway this weekend.
Teams from as far away as
Virginia came to the race track
to use trebuchets, catapults and
air guns to launch the fall fruit,
some of which made a gourdgeous arc across the New
Hampshire sky.

While the pumpkins were
the featured item, they were not
the only things which were being projected across the speedway.
Other acts of wanton destruction for general amusement included large, crane-like
launchers to throw cars, motorcycles and pianos.

UNH Professor Calls Attention to Drinking Water
DURHAM, N.H. – A University of New Hampshire professor is inviting the general
public to the Durham campus
for a meeting about threats to
groundwater and drinking water
supplies in New Hampshire’s
seacoast region.
Jim Malley, a professor of
civil and environmental engineering, tells SeacoastOnline
News he has an interest and spe-

cialty in pollution prevention and
sustainable industry.
There have been several instances of pollutants getting into
wells recently, including around
the former Pease Air Force Base
and a capped landfill in North
Hampton and Greenland.
The meeting will be held at
2 p.m. Monday in Gregg Hall,
room 320 at UNH. It is open to
the public.

First NH Moose Biologist Set to Retire
CONCORD, N.H. – New
Hampshire’s very first moose
biologist is getting ready to retire after 30 years.
New Hampshire Public
Radio reports when Kristine
Rines started, New Hampshire
didn’t have a moose hunt. One
of the reasons she was hired
was to determine if it would
be feasible or sustainable.
One of the projects she’s

helped to oversee is the collaring program, by which she
gathers data on moose mortality and productivity. Rines says
she hires a team of “Moose
Wranglers” each year to attach
the collars.
Ticks are a well reported problem for moose in the
northern parts of the state.
Rines says brainworm is a
problem in the south.
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Transgender comedian Ian Harvie speaks in the MUB
By Alex LaRoza
STAFF WRITER
As part of UNH’s Coming
Out Week, transgender comedian
and actor, Ian Harvie, spoke in
the Memorial Union Building’s
(MUB) Strafford Room on Thursday evening, Oct. 13.
“He’s got a really great resume,” MUB Assistant Director
Dave Zamansky said of Harvie.
“He’s an actor, he’s a comedian
and he’s a writer. The great thing
is that he plays Dale, a regular
character in Amazon’s ‘Transparent.’ And [Harvie] is actually
transgendered, which not all of
the [actors for the] characters
are.”
Before Harvie went on stage,
members of the Memorial Union
Student Organization (MUSO),
TransUNH and Alliance, including Alliance Chairman Rory
Wilson, spoke briefly about the
significance of transgender and
LGBTQ+ issues.
“For me, being transgender
means identifying as a gender that
is different from the one you were
assigned at birth,” Wilson said. “I
was assigned female at birth, and
I identify as a trans-man. And I
find it is a very characterizing part
of my masculine identity.”
Harvie spoke with both ribald humor and brutal honesty
about his life as a trans-man. He
was born in Portland, Maine as
a female, with the birth-name of
Janet.

Harvie said that he knew he
felt more masculine than feminine
since he was three years old. “I
knew just through the expression
of clothing that dresses were not
my f------ thing,” he said.
Though he tried dating men
throughout high school, Harviesaid that he came out as a lesbian
at age 19, when he entered into his
first long-term relationship with a
woman.
However, Harvie claimed
that the most pivotal moment in
his life occurred at age 28. “I went
to see author and speaker Les
Feinberg speak at Bates College,
and the man that introduced him
was a trans-man,” Harvie said. “It
was the first time that I really saw
myself in someone else. When I
heard his story, I just kept saying,
‘That’s me, that’s me, that’s me.’
I finally understood who I was in
that moment.”
Harvie said that from that
moment onward, he began to
make drastic changes in his life.
After coming out to his parents,
he decided to change his name.
Harvie said that he had his girlfriend call out a variety of male
names at a TJ Maxx, and “Ian”
was the one that stuck.
Harvie began taking testosterone in December 2015, after
going back and forth on the issue
for a long time.
“I asked myself if I could be
okay like this, be the best butch I
could be. And the answer every
time was no, I needed more,” he
said.

“Testosterone did not change
my personality,” Harvie said. “I
was the exact same person on the
other side, just happier and more
comfortable in my skin.”
Harvie then decided to undergo chest-surgery in coordination with taking testosterone.
“It was the first time in my
life that I had the body that I wanted,” he said. “I felt beautiful.”
While Harvie acknowledged
that many comedians produce
their work from a place of pain,
he insisted that his message is different.
“I’m not the kind of comic
that is self-deprecating. There are
plenty of people out there to say
mean s--- about us. I don’t need
to be one of them. Anything that
I say on stage, I’m celebrating
my trans-ness. I love my life,” he
said.
Harvie currently lives in
Los Angeles with his girlfriend,
a UNH alumni. “I’ve been with
her for almost 10 years, and people often ask her how she identifies and she answers, ‘Queer of
some sort,’ and adds that she ‘just
doesn’t want to date an a------,”
Harvie said.
Overall, Harvie’s message
was one of optimism, positivity
and inclusiveness. “If you feel
100 percent okay about your body
in direct relationship to your gender, masculinity or femininity,
then you’re the weirdo. Because
everyone else is struggling,” he
said. “In my mind, I think everybody is a little bit trans.”

Courtesy Photo

(Above) In celebration of
UNH’s Coming Out Week,
transgender comedian Ian
Harvie came to speak on
Thursday in the MUB.
(Left) Harvie was born
in Portland, Maine as a
female, but decided to
transition to a man when
he was 28.
Courtesy Photo

Durham Fire Chief completes
final round of chemotherapy
Durham Fire Department
Chief Corey Landry completed his
final radiation therapy session this
past Wednesday, Oct. 12 after beating stage four lymphoma, which
was diagnosed in April 2016.
“It’s just procedural [radiation] now, it seems like to me,”
Landry said.
Landry has now been cancer
free since September. He said he
underwent chemotherapy at the
Seacoast Cancer Center at Wentworth-Douglass Hospital, spending 10 hours every three weeks
undergoing radiation.
“I wouldn’t wish that on my
worst enemy,” he was quoted in an
article published by Foster’s Daily
Democrat in September. “It just
beats you up so bad. It beats the
hell out of you.”
Landry said he felt pain
around his ribcage last fall 2015,
which turned out to be two broken
ribs. Further x-rays conducted in
April 2016 showed a fluid buildup in his lungs and a mass that was
responsible for the breaks.
According to the Foster’s
Daily Democrat article, his type

of lymphoma typically does not
return, but if it does, chemotherapy
won’t be effective against it. Doctors say the chance of a recurrence
is about 20 percent. Landry said
that he’s not worrying about the
cancer coming back.
“There’s no doubt in my mind
that [the cancer was] fire service
related. It was fire service exposure; there’s no cancer in my family,” Landry said.
Landry said that the fire retardant spray on furniture and clothing causes toxic inhalants to be
released when flames are present.
According to Landry, firefighting has changed dramatically
since he began 29 years ago.
“Back when I got into the fire
service, we weren’t so much into
masks or the cleaning down [decontamination of gear],” Landry
said.
“We have 60 some odd percent chance greater than any person not in the fire service of getting
[cancer],” Landry said in regard to
firefighters being exposed to more
toxic inhalants than the average
civilian.
“People don’t realize what we
[firefighters] give up in life overall
to do this job,” Landry said.
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Jog For Jaclyn: raising awareness for national group while benefiting the Durham community
By Gabrielle
Lamontagne
STAFF WRITER
The scent of free bagels and
fruit wafted through the midmorning air by B Lot at UNH on
Sunday Oct. 16, as people arrived
and registered for the Jog For Jaclyn 5k.
UNH senior and UNH
Friends of Jaclyn club Co-president Caroline Kellett explained
that the event is a 5k run/walk,
most likely to have more walkers,
with local Durham running clubs
and students participating. The
goal of the Jog For Jaclyn race is
to fundraise and raise awareness
for pediatric cancer.
“The program on campus
is that we set up children that
have pediatric cancer and match
them to one of our sports teams.
The children are ‘adopted,’ really
they’re just taken in by the team,
and the teams foster the feeling of
being on a team and having support through the treatment. It’s
been a fun experience,” Kellett
said. “A lot of people showed up
[to the event]; more than we expected on a Sunday morning.”
A few UNH sports teams are
already involved with the club.
“There’s a boy named Andrew with the [men’s] hockey
team; he’s been with the program
the longest. Julian is with the football team, and then we have a girl

Gabrielle Lamontagne/Staff

Walkers and joggers converse near the Jog for Jaclyn signin table.
named Kaylee with our club,”
Kellett said. “Julian has a sister,
Sophia, who we also bring into
our club. She’s very energetic.”
According to Kellett, Friends
of Jaclyn has been trying to find
more children to bring into the
program, but it has been difficult
to find candidates in the surrounding area. “We try to find kids in the
area because we don’t want the
kids to have to drive two hours to
get here. It takes a lot out of them.
We want them to get the most out
of what we have to offer,” she said.
Friends of Jaclyn is a nonprofit, nation-wide organization,

though the UNH branch was reestablished just two years ago.
Kellett said that the original UNH
Friends of Jaclyn branch “fell
through.”
“It’s a lot of work, you really
have to want to do it to keep it going,” she said.
Kellett said that, two years
ago, she met with the girl who
started the original branch, who
told her that she could work with
the Honors Society running a talent show. “We kind of [wanted]
to do our own thing,” Kellett said.
“So we started it up. We went
from about 30 people [my] sopho-

more year and now we have 100
or more.”
Sunday’s turnout was better
than expected, partially due to expanded marketing techniques. According to UNH senior and UNH
Friends of Jaclyn club and Copresident, Jen Pearl, most of the
participants were club members,
but there were more general community members than anticipated.
“We posted on running club
pages and that’s where a lot of the
community is coming from,” Kellett said during the event. “They
mean business. Someone was asking about numbers and I was like
‘You’re number two!’”
Sophomores Grace Canavan,
Kelcie Mendes and Carina Berglund are three friends not in the
club who participated in the race.
“I love running 5ks, especially when they’re for something,”
Canavan said.
“I’m more of a recreational runner, but this will be fun,”
Mendes said.
The three said that they tend
to run together. “Usually when we
run together we talk a little bit. We
just pace it out and go,” Mendes
said.
Each wore a stopwatch on
their wrists to time themselves.
“It will probably take [us] about a
half hour,” Canavan said.
The race itself started on McDaniel Drive at 11 a.m.
Friends of Jaclyn club mem-

bers were also there to help out,
including Olivia Ross and her
friends Devon Cassidy and Suzanne Fraher.
“We did most of the set up.
Once the race gets started we’ll
help by giving directions,” Ross
said before the event.
Ross said that she found out
about the club at University Day
(U-Day). “I walked over and saw
the table on U-Day and I actually knew one of the girls in the
club. It’s a really good cause and
I’d never heard of it. They do fun
events like this,” she said.
Sunday’s event included a
raffle, as well as the race and free
food.
“By [the participants] running and paying for registration,
that’s their donation. Our t-shirts
and everything we make is for
donation. It goes into our branch
of the organization, UNH Friends
of Jaclyn, to help us host events,”
Pearl said.
“Now that Kellett and myself
are graduating, I think we’re going
to cut a check out of what we’ve
made the past few years running it
to give to the [national] organization,” Kellett said in regard to the
UNH group’s plans on supporting
the foundation on a national level.
Since both of the club’s dedicated co-presidents will be graduating at the end of this year, hopefully this won’t be the last annual
UNH Jog For Jaclyn.
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Today in TNH History
Campus Activities Board (CAB) advertised ‘Say Anything’
Karaoke Party with free mocktails.

Today in history, 16 years ago, The
New Hampshire placed an advertisement in TNH’s 90th volume about
a CAB event in the Memorial Union
Building (MUB). To this day, CAB still
never fails to provide Wildcats with
entertainment and several opportunities for fun...Thanks CAB!
Keep an eye out for more student
group advertisements from 1983 to
now!
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Opinion
Challenging our 7 percent

A

ll last week, our Twitter
page @thenewhampshire had a poll asking
our followers who they were
going to vote for on Election
Day. With Twitter limiting us
to four choices, we had our followers choose between “Clinton,” “Trump,” “Third party”
and “not voting.” Sunday night
the poll closed and our results
are published in today’s paper
on page 4. As you can see, 71
percent of those who answered
voted for Clinton, 14 percent
for Third party, eight percent
for Trump and seven percent
for not voting. We editors at The
New Hampshire were thrilled to
have 150 people involved in our
poll, however we are worried
about the fact that seven percent
of respondents said that they are
not going to vote.

The choice
between Clinton
and Trump may
not suit your
personal beliefs,
but the
reality of the
matter is that one
of these two people
will be our next
president.
Although we cannot know
the demographic of our poll
voters, it is extremely difficult
to ignore the fact that there
is a good chance more than
half of the people involved in

the seven percent of the “not
voting” are UNH students or
New Hampshire residents. To
anyone who is choosing not to
vote in this election, especially
New Hampshire students and
residents, please strongly reconsider your choice. New
Hampshire is an extremely
important state in this election
and every vote counts.
It is understandable that
many people feel trapped in
this election. The choice between Clinton and Trump may
not suit your personal beliefs,
but, the reality of the matter is
that one of these two people
will be our next president. It is
vital to the future of our nation
to take a look at these two candidates and pick the one you
agree the most with. Make a
pros and cons list, read opinion articles, keep up with the
national debates; essentially
what we are asking is for you
to become an informed American voter.
New Hampshire is a very
important state in this election
and is also very unpredictable.
According to The Wall Street
Journal, the Trump campaign
is hoping that New Hampshire
will be an “Election Day fire
wall,” although Clinton is currently leading in the polls by
a slight percentage. That being said, during the primary,
Trump won the vote of the
Republican Party while Bernie
Sanders won the Democratic
vote.
According to ballotpedia.
org, New Hampshire is considered a key battleground state in
this general election. Between
1900 and 2012, New Hampshire has cast their vote in favor of the winning candidate
82.78 percent of the time. New
Hampshire has also supported

FOLLOW US ON
TWITTER

the Republican candidate more
often than the Democratic candidate, 62.07 to 37.93 percent.
That being said, the past three
elections New Hampshire has
voted in favor of the Democratic candidate.

Get registered,
find your polling
location and be
sure to cast your
informed vote on
Nov. 8.
Although it may seem
possible that many of Sanders’ followers will vote for
Clinton, one cannot ignore
the fact that New Hampshire’s
ethnic and racial makeup is a
benefit to Trump. According to
The Wall Street Journal, Hispanics only account for three
percent of the population in
New Hampshire and African
Americans comprise only one
percent. This now increases
the importance of winning the
white male vote, a national
trending advantage for Trump.
However, following the comments from Trump regarding
sexual assault being recently
released, The Wall Street Journal reports the incident may
have “threatened” his margin
among the white male vote.
New Hampshire is a state
that matters greatly in this
election; taking advantage of
the opportunity to cast a vote
that could choose the president is one that should not be
given up. Get registered, find
your polling location and be
sure to cast your informed vote
on Nov. 8. Your vote could
change the world, Wildcat.
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Letters policy
We welcome letters to the editor and aim to publish as many as possible. In writing, please follow these simple guidelines: Keep letters under 300 words.
Type them. Date them. Sign them; make sure they're signed by no more than two people. If you're a student, include your year, major and phone number.
Faculty and staff: Give us your department and phone number. TNH edits for space, clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. Bring letters to our office in Room 132
in the MUB, email them to tnh.editor@unh.edu or send them to The New Hampshire, MUB Room 132, Durham, NH 03824.
Opinions expressed in both signed and unsigned letters to the Editor, opinion pieces, cartoons and columns are not necessarily those of The New Hampshire or its
staff. If you do not see your side of the argument being presented, we invite you to submit a letter to the editor by sending an email to tnh.editor@unh.edu.
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After Trump

f on Nov. 28, I mean Nov.
8, Donald Trump loses the
2016 presidential election,
there will ﬁrst be calls to
end voter fraud or declarations that the election was ﬁxed,
and then Trump will build his
alt right media empire. For more
than a year now, Trump has been
completely manipulating the media to his advantage. Whether
it is streaming his Mussolinilike speeches without interjection from media fact checkers,
or CNN hiring his ex-campaign
manager, Corey Lewandowski,
the mainstream media has failed
miserably at stopping the most
out of control candidate to ever
run for the White House.
This past week, CNN’s president Jeff Zucker, admitted that
running Trump’s speeches was
a “mistake,” but that Trump was
good for PR and ratings. Who
cares I guess? When your job as
a journalist or news organization
is to bring corruptio, greed and
injustice to light, that also means
standing up to bullies. As journalists, we are the defenders of
the weak and powerless. Not all
of us can always be there to ﬁght
the elites, but we have to try.
No other candidates have
been so cool to the media like
Clinton and Trump. The former
has been tactically aware of the
media and has resisted unscripted interviews or even doing
press conferences.
Glenn Greenwald, the Pulitzer Prize winning journalist
for his work on the Snowden
ﬁles, is a renowned media critic
and pointedly described the current problem we are facing with
these candidates. On the one
hand you have Clinton, who has
been rather transparent compared to Trump, whether she
likes it or not. Clinton did release her tax returns and due to
WikiLeaks we have been able to

The current
Mark Kobzik
look behind the magic curtain
to see what Greenwald called,
“media impropriety.”(I do not
have space here to go into the
WikiLeaks trove. Do so at your
own investigation and beware of
right wing propaganda posing as
leaks).
Trump on the other hand has
been calling for the opening of
libel laws and has just attempted
to bring The New York Times to
court. He also did not release his
tax returns, with excuses such as
he is getting audited and cannot
do it. The IRS repeatedly said he
can and every presidential nominee for the last 40 years has done
so. (Gerald Ford did not release
his tax returns). The New York
Times did leak Trump’s tax returns from 1995, showing that
he lost $916 million that year
and also that he was allowed
to pay no federal income taxes
for the next 18 years. What’s
all so ironic about this is that in
2011, Trump called for President
Obama’s long form birth certiﬁcate and Trump said he would
release his tax returns. It didn’t
happen that election and it probably won’t happen now.
If Trump loses, it’ll be great
for U.S. citizens not trying to allow a fascistic nightmare to take
hold of our country. If Clinton
wins, neoliberalism and business
as usual politics will continue
while the alt right gains ground

during another Clinton presidency. Trump in the debates announced he will accept the election results and then ﬂip ﬂopped
later, tweeting, “The election is
totally being rigged.” His running mate, Mike Pence, had to
push back on Trump’s tweet by
saying they will accept the election result. It seems as though
Pence has had to deny what
Trump had clearly said and repeated. Maybe Rudy Giuliani
should have been Trump’s vice
presidential pick.
If Trump wins or loses, the
day after the election stories
about Vince Foster, articles calling Obama and Clinton demons
and the all of the other right wing
paranoias will echo through the
dungeons of alt right media. The
GOP has always tried to make itself look nice. The strong ad man
for the elites, Ronald Reagan,
or the folksy and thick skulled
George Bush, have been there
to make an ugly product look
nice. Trump threw that playbook out the window. It’s not
like that anymore. They needed
a man’s man who will say and
do whatever and have voters
follow right along. They’re disillusioned and scared of minorities taking over. They’re afraid
of another liberal taking ofﬁce.
The right wing crusaders who
have always been in control are
now feeling this country slip
away. That’s why they want to
“Make America Great Again.”
They want to go back to a time
when white conservatives ruled
our country. When white people
were from liberal policies and
all was good. The equilibrium
has been shattered with changing demographics and politics.
If you’re a Clinton supporter or
voter, don’t rejoice on Nov. 8,
because Trump won’t go away
and neither will his devoted followers.

Letter to the Editor
‘Crazy and negligent’
Dear student,
First I’d like to commend
you on your impressive skateboarding skills as displayed before me as I coincidently stood
safely off said path. Although it’s
been roughly 40 years since I was
your age, I do still fondly recall
my own feelings of immortality
and conﬁdence in my abilities at
your age. But please bear in mind
that you are human, and, that the
sudden actions of others are simply not in our control. Although
not heavy, the foot-trafﬁc on that
path was at least moderate, and
one unexpected step out of linetravelled by one of your fellow
students, or one loose stone or bit
of pavement causing a momentary alteration from your planned
route, and at least four times in
the space of 40 yards I could have
been witness to a scene of, shall
we say, hospitalic proportions.
Always bear in mind that on campus, as everywhere, we have com-

munity members with both visible
and invisible challenges. A fellow
student with a hearing impairment, gazing down at where they
are walking, could easily have
not realized you’re coming and
unknowingly stepped into your
path. The frozen faces of the three
co-eds who were walking directly
into your path (except for a brilliant maneuver by you) illustrate
that at the very least you instilled
fear. That’s the polite way to say
you were seriously endangering
your fellow community members, and even without incident,
the UNH Conduct Board would
award stiff and immediate penalty
of consequence. So what I’d like
to do is recruit you, and any other
skateboard enthusiasts you may
know, to join the UNH President’s
Commission on Status of People
With Disabilities’ initiative to
produce a video on Sidewalk
Safety. Who better to produce it
than a group of ex-terrorist, nowenlightened peers. Fear not, you

zipped by so quickly that all I
could identify was the unlogo’d
red of the back of your t-shirt and
a rough approximation of the cut
of your ?? brown or blond ?? hair.
So, this is not a snare to get you
to subconsciously turn yourself
in. This is reminder to our community to respect the needs, feelings and safety of others, and to
assemble the cast and production
crew for a much-needed video. Email me back. Just say you
read about this, and, “That kid
was crazy and negligent,” and,
“Yes my friends and I are very
interested in helping produce a
video on sidewalk safety.”
Thanks,
Lonn M. Sattler
(MMC
USN/USNR –
Retired)
University of New
Hampshire Veterans Coordinator
& CSPD member Military & Veterans Services
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Thumbs up

Thumbs down
Thumbs up to the convenience of
online reading.
Thumbs down to losing WiFi and
your place.
Thumbs up to Bob Dylan
winning the Nobel Prize.
Thumbs down to the haters.

Thumbs up to planners.
Thumbs down to overwhelming
responsibilities.

Thumbs up to waterproof Uggs.
Thumbs down to the ones I still
own from middle school.

Thumbs up to preserving and
protecting wildlife areas.
Thumbs down to littering.

Thumbs up to UNH winning on
the road.
Thumbs down to not being able to
see it ﬁrsthand.
Thumbs up to pretty foliage.
Thumbs down to knowing winter
is coming.
Thumbs up/Thumbs down represents the collective opinion of
The New Hampshire’s staff and does not necessarily represent the
opinion of the student body. But it more than likely does.

PLEASE recycle
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Field Hockey

continued from page 16
“This confidence, our gameplan, and believing in [us] helped.”
UNH improved to 4-10
overall on the season and 2-3 in
America East play while giving
the Great Danes their first loss in
conference play and at home. For
Albany, it fell to 10-5 overall and
4-1 in America East.
The Great Danes struck first
at 14:49 in the first half when Paula Heuser dribbled right through
the middle and took a shot that
bounced in the back of the net.
Going into the half trailing
by one and losing the advantage
in shots 11-4 was something that
Balducci said did not throw off the
team. Instead, it inspired them to
play better in the 2nd half.
“We really neutralized them
in the first half and we felt like we
did not do anything special trailing 1-0 into halftime. That raised
some confidence to improve in the
second half,” Balducci said.
Improvements were made
and it led to Mendonca converting on a corner opportunity early
in the second half. At 37:55, Katie
Audino set up a great ball to Gianna Bensaia who placed it for
Mendonca who shot it past goalkeeper Maxi Primmus.
“Scoring two on corners was
really important. Ashley scored
on Friday as well so it was a great
weekend for her. They believed
in themselves even with the 1-1
game. We kept attacking, ” Balducci said.
Tied 1-1 and with only fifteen
minutes remaining, it seemed the
Wildcats were losing the fight at
least on paper. Rudert was endlessly peppered by the Great Dane
offense and statistically, the Great
Danes had more shots on goal (167) and corners (5-2). Yet, the ‘Cats
stayed with it and finally capitalized on a golden opportunity.
With only 1:48 remaining in
regulation, overtime seemed destined, but Mendonca had other
plans. She crept up towards the
top of the circle waiting for the
corner play and fired a shot that
found the back of the cage. The
Wildcats had a 2-1 lead late and
with Rudert having a career day,
the team held off a late surge by
the Great Danes and won 2-1.
“Excited we were able to

WHOC

continued from page 16
season with two empty net
goals at 17:45 and 19:47.
“If we’re going to be successful, we’re going to need
[Curtis] to do that,” said Witt.
“It’s good to see her getting back
to form.”
The Wildcats, who entered
Friday’s matchup winless on the
season, came with a goal in mind
that was about limiting the No.
5 Eagles at the Whittemore Center in the scoring department, a
challenge that ultimately could
not be met.
“They just had a better effort in the third,” Taylor Wenczkowski said, who scored the lone
goal for the ‘Cats. “I think we
need to come out stronger.”
The Wildcats entered the
game with four straight losses
on the season, three of which

hold them. [Rudert] played great,”
Balducci said who was very happy
with the team following the big
win. “It was the first time we really beat Albany out in Albany.”
The Wildcats were outshot
20-8 and had less corners (6-3),
but still played all seventy minutes
to get a much needed victory over
a tough opponent, and reigning
America East champion.
Scratching and clawing all
year long has propelled the ‘Cats
into this situation and with a win
like this, there is no question the
team feels good. It was a statement.
“I think we are rolling a little
bit. We feel good about the last
couple weeks especially in who
we have played like Friday night
in [No. 13 Boston College]. We
were out-stating people, but not
finishing and now we are capitalizing on opportunities so hopefully the tide is turning a little bit
and momentum is building. It is a
good time of year for that to happen.” she said.
The Wildcats have been
on the short end of the one-goal
games in each of their last four
matchups. Today, they finally got
over the hump. From top to bottom this weekend can be looked at
as the turning point in the season.
Although, UNH lost on Friday to
the Eagles 2-1, they turned the
page quickly and knocked off a
talented Albany team.
The Wildcats look to keep the
ball rolling as they take on Vermont Oct. 21, and UMass-Lowell
Oct. 23 this coming weekend here
in Durham.

MHOC

continued from page 16
Clarkson accounted for a
major portion of the Wildcats’ offensive production. The third line
forward is now the second leader
in points with four.
“It just shows you that we got
some depth with the young players and that we can trust [the freshmen],” Umile said. “They gave us
a lot of scoring chances so they’re
giving us the depth that we’re going to need.”
Kelleher also established
himself as a scoring threat. Known
for his facilitating tendencies last
season, he was responsible for
three goals on the weekend, including the game-winning goal at
18:21 in the third period vs. Clarkson. Kelleher seems to know his
responsibility as a team leader and
is happy to come out with the win.
“Winning in Division I college hockey, any game is really
hard. I think our confidence is
way higher now,” Kelleher said.
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“Hopefully we can keep it going.”
Prior to Saturday night, UNH
followed a similar pattern to the
season-opening loss against Bentley in Friday’s matchup vs St.
Lawrence. Failure to sustain offensive pressure led to three unanswered goals from the opposition.
Jacob Pritchard, Ryan Garvey and
Woody Hudson gave the Saints a
3-0 lead at 7:47 in the second period.
Grasso was able to notch one,
his first career goal as a Wildcat, at
12:44 in the second frame to give
the Wildcats some life. However,
the Saints came marching in again
as another three-goal burst buried
the ‘Cats for good. Kelleher recorded his first goal of the season
at 18:27 to end the game with a
6-2 final score.
The following night, and for
the third consecutive game, the
Wildcats fell in a 2-0 hole when
Troy Josephs and Juho Jokiharju
gave the Golden Knights the edge
in the early going. This time, the
‘Cats clawed their way out. Grasso
tallied the first, and Dylan Maller
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scored his first career goal to tie
the game at two. Both teams traded goals in the second, but Wildcat
goaltender Danny Tirone made 10
saves in the third period to deny
any further progress for Clarkson,
and aid Kellher in finishing the job
in the win.
After a dissapointing twogame start, the Wildcats were able
to bounce back in a major way
while on the road. The youth of
the roster was a frequent culprit of
the team’s failures in the first two
games, but, according to Umile, a
win to conclude the weekend split
built character amongst the team,
and showed that the young team
members can step up when their
number is called.
“I thought it was a good character win for us, coming back especially after we fell behind 2-0,”
Umile said. “The guys stayed with
it and I was really proud of the
way they played.”
The Wildcats return home to
the Whittemore Center on Saturday, Oct. 22 when they take Colorado College at 7 p.m.

Got any photos
of the game?
Want them to
be published
in an issue of
TNH?
Tweet us your
photos
@tnhsports

CHINA WONG/STAFF

Patrick Grasso tallied his first four NCAA career points against St. Lawrence and Clarkson.
were on the road. Prior to Friday
night’s tilt, the crux of UNH’s
issues were on offense, getting
outscored 15-4 entering their
matchup against the Eagles.That
trend continued on Friday.
“Overall, I thought we
opened up the game for ourselves,” head coach Hilary Witt
said. “We had quality offensive
chances, but you got to bury
those… It’s certainly frustrating.”
Wenczkowski knotted up
the game at 1-1 55 seconds into
the second period. The ‘Cats entered the zone with numbers and
Carlee Turner carried the puck
in deep before sending it back
to Wenczkowski, who flexed a
wrist shot in the top left corner
past Eagles goaltender Katie
Burt.
Smith, along with the rest of
her team, felt the early going jitters of the matchup.

The ‘Cats were on their
heels as BC worked the puck on
the power play from the point,
where defensemen Megan Keller
fired a slap shot from the point
that sailed past Smith at 9:45 in
the first period.
BC’s Kristyn Capizzando
and Makenna Newkirk capitalized on net-front miscues.
Capizzando at 4:22 and Newkirk
at 10:02 propelled the Wildcats
to a 3-1 lead with regulation time
winding down.
Grace Bizal capped off the
third-period thrash with an empty-net goal at 18:53.
On Saturday, the Wildcats
squared off with another Hockey East opponent in Merrimack
College.
Merrimack was able to tie
the game at 1-1 at 5:37 in the
second period, but speed and
determination allowed the ‘Cats
to regain the lead in the sec-

ond. Meghara McManus handed
UNH the game-winning goal
while beating two Merrimack
defenders and sending wrist shot
from the right circle that beat
Lea-Kristine Demers at 6:36
“We did a lot of good things
offensively,” Witt said.. “We
were really responsible in our
end. The beginning of the second, I thought we were a little
flat. I was proud of us in the
third.”
Curtis’ efforts were shown
in the first period when dangled
the puck through the slot with
defenders picking at it. She corralled the puck on her stick with
a Merrimack defender poking
and wristed the puck glove-side
high to put UNH up 1-0 at 9:44
in the first. She also scored a
power play goal at 13:45 in the
second to put UNH up 3-1.
Turner put the ‘Cats up 4-1
in the second with a grinding

goal near the end boards past
three defenders and flicked the
puck shoulder-high on the right
post at 16:25 in the third period
to ice the game for the ‘Cats.
“The kids have been working so hard,” said Witt. “I’m
happy for them. It’s nice to see
them with big smiles on their
faces.”
The Wildcats will play
Clarkson Univeristy next On
Saturday, Oct. 22 at the Whittemore Center.

Check out
our website
TNHdigital.com
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WOMEN’S SOCCER

Overtime plagues Wildcats in conference matchups
By BRIAN DUNN
SPORTS EDITOR
The overtime period was less
than kind in a two-game America
East conference stint over the
weekend.
After playing four conference teams and emerging unbeaten, UNH suffered its ﬁrst
two losses of the conference campaign. On Thursday, Oct. 13, the
Wildcats fell 2-1 to the defending America East champion Albany Great Danes. The following
Sunday, Oct. 16, UNH traveled
to Orono, Maine to take on rival
Black Bears. Another overtime
goal resulted in a 1-0 loss, bringing the team down to 3-2-1 in
conference play with only regular
season games left to play.
“That is the game of soccer,” head coach Steve Welham
said. “When you do not ﬁnish
your chances on one end the other team will ﬁnish theirs [on the
other end].”
The Wildcats struggled to
ﬁnd the back of the net this past
weekend. Sydney Grifﬁn was the
only goal-scorer of the weekend
as she ﬁred a shot past Albany
goalkeeper Chloe Borasky that
gave the ‘Cats a one-goal lead.
Outshooting both opponents 3733, execution was a weak spot
and driving factor in competitive
defeats. Leading scorer Brooke
Murphy was held in check, as she
was held to zero goals offensively
and three shots on goal that were
all saved.
Despite the result, the Wild-

cats started off strong against the
Great Danes. UNH provided the
game’s ﬁrst shots and sustained
solid offensive pace through the
ﬁrst goal recorded by Grifﬁn. Albany broke the Wildcat wall at
67:47 of the second period when
Mariah Williams found an opening past UNH goalkeeper Mimi
Borkan to tie the game at one.
Williams’ goal sparked a ﬂurry
of shots coming from the Great
Danes, but Borkan kept the game
tied with 10 second-half saves
and overtime was forced.
A tightly contested game
ended with a controversial goal
in overtime. Caroline Kopp corralled a corner kick that she
headed in for the game-winner.
Borkan appeared to be screened
on the play and a potential foul
could have been called, according
to Welham.
“There was a potential of a
foul that some referees call but in
the end it was a good challenge
by the opposition that resulted in
a well-executed goal,” Welham
said.
The ‘Cats stayed on the
road Sunday to face their next
challenge against Maine. Both
teams showed defensive prowess, as 37 shots on goal resulted
in zero goals through 90 minutes
of play for both teams. In the ﬁrst
overtime period, the ‘Cats took
control. UNH outshot Maine
3-1, including a near goal from
Brooke Murphy off a corner kick.
But eventually, the ‘Cats failed
to hang on again, as Vivien Beil
scored the game-winning as well
as the only goal in double over-

time.
“We were pushing hard for
the win. We outshot them 21-16
and we were unable to clear our
lines,” Welham said. “The ball
deﬂected right to their best player
[Beil] who took a low hard shot
that beat [Borkan].”
It’s clear as a result of this
weekend’s games, execution will
have to be better moving forward
as the regular season begins to
close. Welham understands this
issue and said that he believes the
return to Bremer Field on Thursday, Oct. 20 vs. Stony Brook will
help ﬁx that.
“[We] need to execute and
ﬁnish our chances in front of [the]
goal. We had several but were
unable to capitalize,” Welham
said. “Playing at home is always
a boost for us... We are excited to
have [Stony Brook] on our home
turf.”
For more information on the
UNH women’s soccer team, follow Brian on Twitter @bdunny17.

Want to write VOLLEYBALL
for TNH?
Wildcats struggle in New York
Come to a
contributors’
meeting any
Monday at
8 p.m.

UNH in Brief
Baykova breaks two pool records in dual meet at Vermont
Junior Liza Baykova
(Moscow, Russia) shattered
a pair of pool records as the
University of New Hampshire
women’s swimming and diving
team competed at the University of Vermont in a dual meet at

Forbush Natatorium Saturday
afternoon. The Catamounts defeated the Wildcats, 175-125.
Baykova took gold with a
record-setting performance in
the 200-yard freestyle with a
time of one minute, 51.21 sec-
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Sydney Griffin scored UNH’s lone goal this weekend.

onds, more than two seconds
faster than her competitors.
Her second top-podium ﬁnish
came in the 100-yard freestyle
as she touched the wall with a
time of 50.90 seconds.

#InstaTNH Snapshots from Campus

Follow
TNH on
Instagram!

@thenewhampshire

By SAM ROGERS
STAFF WRITER
The Wildcats continued their
October road trip as they headed
to New York to face off against
conference opponents, the Binghamton University Bearcats and
the University at Albany Great
Danes. The ‘Cats entered the
weekend with a four-game win
streak and were tied for ﬁrst in the
America East conference standings. The hot streak cooled off as
they dropped both matches.
Senior Demi Muses had a career weekend and freshman Emily
Tanski recorded a career-high 20
kills against Albany.
The weekend sweep drops
UNH to an 11-10 record and they
now sit at third in the conference
rankings with a 4-2 record.
“We ended our ﬁrst round
of conference play at 4-2,” head
coach Jill Hirschinger said.
“We’re excited to wrap up our
regular season non-conference
opponents this weekend and get
back to work for round two [of
conference play].”
On Friday, Oct. 14, the
Wildcats faced Binghamton and
dropped the match in four sets.
The teams traded sets one and
two but UNH dropped the third
and fourth sets 25-23 and 25-19,
respectively.
Muses recorded a doubledouble with 13 kills and 18 digs,
Tanski added 11 kills and senior
Sara Carlson tailed 15 digs. Senior Keelin Severtson led the way
with assists, notching 36 assists in
the loss.
Sophomore Gabri Olhava
added 10 kills and two blocks.
Hirschinger gave credit to the
Bearcats on a competitive match.
The Bearcats were 2-2 at home
heading into the match vs. the
Wildcats.
“Binghamton played very
well, I give them credit for the
way they attacked us,” Hirsch-

inger said. “It is difﬁcult to beat
a team on their own court when
they are on ﬁre.”
The Wildcats then faced the
Great Danes, who are the conference leaders and undefeated in
America East play. After falling
behind 2-0, the Wildcats rallied to
force a ﬁfth set, but Albany held
on to improve to 6-0 in America
East play.
Tanski and Muses both
notched double-doubles. Tanski had her personal best 20 kills
while adding 20 digs. Muses recorded a season-high 22 kills. Severtson tallied 58 assists.
“We, again, had solid performances from [Muses] and
[Tanski]. Today was a hard
fought battle between two great
teams,” Hirschinger said. “I am
very proud of the way we came
back from a 0-2 deﬁcit to take the
match to the ﬁfth set.”
UNH had a great stat line this
weekend, but the only category
that matters is the win column.
The Wildcats recorded seasonhigh team totals in many categories this weekend, with 74 kills,
70 assists and 96 digs.
Looking ahead, the ‘Cats will
travel to Delaware State University and the University of Maryland
Eastern Shore in a Friday and Saturday back-to-back game slate.
UNH will look to bounce back
and generate momentum before
the second round of conference
play.
The ‘Cats close out their
road trip at Stony Brook on Oct.
28, and University of Maryland
Baltimore County on Oct. 30.
UMBC sits ahead of the Wildcats
at number two in the conference
rankings and a road test against
a top conference team may have
big seeding implications for both
teams.
UNH returns home Nov. 4
against the University of Massachusetts Lowell at 7 p.m. at Lundholm Gymnasium.
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Just Schor-t: Riese leads wild fourth quarter charge
By ZACK HOLLER
SPORTS EDITOR
Trailing 42-12 with 10 minutes remaining in the fourth quarter, senior quarterback Adam
Riese replaced an injured Trevor
Knight and led the Wildcats to
27 unanswered points, falling to
James Madison University 42-39
at Wildcat Stadium on Saturday,
Oct. 15.
JMU quarterback Bryan
Schor threw four touchdowns
and rushed for one touchdown
to lead the Dukes to a 4-0 record in the Colonial Athletic Association (CAA). Schor’s fourth
touchdown pass was hauled in by
senior Terrence Alls as he leapt
up in the middle of the end zone
and corralled it over UNH safety
D’Andre
Drummond-Mayrie,
extending the Dukes’ lead to 3512. On the ensuing kickoff, UNH
senior Garette Craig fumbled the
ball, resulting in a touchdown for
the Dukes, marking JMU’s largest
lead of the day.
“It’s encouraging, but discouraging. It’s a tough, tough
loss against a really good football
team who had us on the ropes and
almost knocked out, but we found
a way to stay in it,” UNH head
coach Sean McDonnell said following the loss.
A 13-yard touchdown pass
from Riese to sophomore Rory
Donovan in the back corner of the
end zone, followed by a successful two-point conversion, brought
the Wildcats within three with
1:15 remaining in the game. Riese
also threw a 19-yard touchdown
to running back Dalton Crossan
and ran in a 2-yard touchdown af-

ter faking the handoff.
Knight had 314 passing
yards, with 31 completions on
49 attempts, all career-highs, before leaving with an injury. Riese,
getting his first extended playing time of the season, manufactured four touchdown drives in
the fourth quarter. Wide receivers
Malik Love and Neil O’Connor
found open space in the JMU secondary throughout the day, combining for 22 receptions and 319
receiving yards.
In his first start of the season,
senior tight end Jordan Powell
caught nine passes for 92 yards
and a 29-yard touchdown reception from Knight for UNH’s first
score of the day. With JMU focusing on stopping Crossan and
the running game by holding the
Wildcats to 60 rushing yards,
UNH receivers were busy all day.
The Wildcats threw the ball 70
times Saturday, after averaging 31
pass attempts through six games
this season, the most attempts of
the season.
“What we’ve done over the
years is that we’re [going to] take
what you give us and we’re [going to] take an opportunity to put
our people in open spaces and
give them the ball. And throwing
the ball gave us the best opportunity today,” McDonnell said after
the game.
The UNH defense had troubles containing Schor and the
JMU offense all afternoon. Schor
passed for 242 yards and led the
Dukes in rushing with 70 yards
and his 5-yard rushing touchdown
in the second quarter, extending
their lead to 21-6. Going into the
game, the Wildcats were determined to stop the elite JMU rush-
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Jordan Powell caught nine passes for 92 yards and a touchdown Saturday afternoon.
ing combo of Khalid Abdullah
and Cardon Johnson. They were
held under 100-yards rushing
combined, but the Dukes countered with Schor’s most effective
passing game of the season.
Senior wide receiver Brandon Ravenel caught both of
Schor’s first-half passing touchdowns, the first of which came
after beating UNH cornerback
Casey DeAndrade on a slant route
over the middle for 30 yards. After the Dukes took a commanding 30-point lead in the fourth,
Schor’s offense was held quiet as
Riese continued to lead the Wild-

cats down the field.
Knight’s injury appeared to
be minor, as coach McDonnell
was not worried about his quarterback’s health moving forward.
After the hit that knocked him
out, Knight was seen walking gingerly up and down the UNH sideline, but seemed he could take the
field if Riese wasn’t as effective
as he was.
“[Head athletic trainer] Jon
Dana just came over and said,
‘It’s a burner, you’re not [going
to] have [Knight] for a little bit,’”
McDonnell said about Knight’s
injury. “I thought the way Riese

was playing, [it was the right decision] to just go with him the rest
of the way.”
Next Saturday the Wildcats
(4-3, 3-1 in CAA) travel to Towson, Maryland. to take on the
Towson University Tigers at 3:30
p.m.

Please
Recycle

CROSS COUNTRY

Purrier leads ‘Cats in solid outing in Indiana
By RYAN PAGLIARO
STAFF WRITER

COURTESY OF ROBERT HOPPLER

The Wildcats finished 29th out of 41 teams this weekend.

Competing at the national
level is no easy task, especially for
a team that was ranked 11th in its
region and on the cusp of not qualifying. However, the UNH women’s cross-country team strung
together a terrific performance,
capped off by junior Elinor Purrier’s fifth-place finish at the PreNational Invitational at Indiana
State University on Saturday.
Finishing 29th out of 41
teams, the ‘Cats racked up 720
points in the race compiled of
285 runners. In order to qualify
for pre-nationals, a team must be
ranked top-11 in its respective
region. With the Wildcats just
squeaking into this race, they certainly had nothing to lose as the
team capitalized on the opportunity to gain experience in a race
that had a large feel to it.
Purrier did not disappoint,
finishing the 6-kilometer course in
20-minutes, 15.4-seconds and finishing strong in what was just her
second race of the season. After a
red-shirt cross country season last
year, this was her first time run-

ning in a large cross country race
in nearly two years.
“I’m happy with the way
[Purrier] raced and she certainly
had a very good day,” head coach
Robert Hoppler said. “Runners
have a tendency to gain fitness
through racing so she’ll have
training effects through this race
and this race will make her better
as the year goes on.”
Purrier still looks plenty fresh
in what Hoppler calls “really the
beginning of her season.” She
won’t race again for another two
weeks until the conference meet
where the ‘Cats will look to defend their title, so the team needs
to be at their best.
Senior captain Sarah Keiran
was the next finisher for UNH
in this race, placing 153rd with
a time of 21:51.9. Much like in
recent meets this season, freshman Melissa Menghini was close
behind in 163rd with a time of
21:54.5, and fellow freshman Meg
Champagne in 192nd with a tiue
of 22:08.9.
“[Keiran has] been doing a
really good job being our leader. The two freshmen have really been basing their races off of
[Keiran]. She’s the one who kind

of takes the pace out and they are
running together as a group and
the responsibility is on [Keiran]
and she’s doing a really good job
of being a senior captain,” Hoppler said. “I’m really optimistic
about her races going forward.”
Looking forward to next
week, many of the varsity runners
will get a rest while the remainder
of the team hopes to build momentum during the Central Connecticut State University mini-meet on
Friday, Oct. 21. Despite some of
the top runners not competing, it
will be an important race to get
momentum heading into the conference championships.
“In the conference meet you
can run 10 [athletes], so it’s really important to get the rest of
the team rolling and running well
going into the conference meet because there’s people in that group
not on this trip that I guarantee
will make a difference and be important to this team on the conference level,” Hoppler said.
While the men had the week
off, both teams will race next Friday, Oct. 21 at the CCSU minimeet. The conference championships will take place the weekend
after on Oct. 29 in Baltimore.
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FIELD HOCKEY

Road redemption
Mendonca and Rudert lift UNH past conference-leading albany 2-1
By BEN NAWN
STAFF WRITER
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It took grit and determination for the UNH Wildcats field
hockey team to go into Albany,
New York and upend the No.17
Great Danes on Sunday, Oct. 16,
and they did just that, beating the
Great Danes by a 2-1 final.
Ashley Mendonca scored
twice to lead the ‘Cats while
Kelsey Rudert had a career day
with nine saves to keep the Great
Danes in check. Albany came into
Durham a couple weeks ago and
won, but head coach Robin Balducci saw something in her team
that was showcased on Sunday.
“We felt like that game was
closer than the score showed and
we got some confidence from that.
Also, losing to Maine in overtime
and the comeback we put forth in
that one really gave us confidence
going into [Sunday’s game],”
head coach Robin Balducci said.
Field Hockey
continued on page 13

Ashley Mendonca scored the game-winning goal at 68:12 in the second half against Albany.

WOMEN’S HOCKEY

MEN’S HOCKEY

‘Cats record first win
‘Curtis’-y of Jonna

Grasso, Kelleher aid
UNH in weekend split

By CHRISTOPHER BOKUM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

By BRIAN DUNN
SPORTS EDITOR

What began as a close goaltender’s battle ended with another third
period meltdown for the Wildcats, who fell to the No. 5 Boston College
Eagles on Friday, 4-1.
However, on Saturday, UNH entered the game with poise and determination, and it was evident in the early goings. The ‘Cats controlled
the pace on Saturday and hemmed Merrimack College with speed and
consistent offensive pressure en route to a
thumping 6-2 win at the Whittemore Center

thanks impart to a four-goal effort from Jonna CHINA WONG/STAFF
Curtis.
“We did all the little things,” Curtis said. “The whole team played
great. I was just lucky enough to get all those lucky bounces. But it’s
really a team effort.”
Curtis solidified her hat trick and more in UNH’s first win of the

Friday night at Appleton
TYLER KELLEHER
Arena in Canton, New York, the
Wildcats were once again slow
on offense and outmatched
overall. The team dropped a
decision to the No. 15 St. Lawrence University Saints 6-2, and
fans and players were desperate
for an answer to their early season struggles.
Luckily for UNH, forwards Patrick Grasso and Tyler
Kelleher decided enough was
enough the following night.
Led by two goals apiece,
the young freshman and senior
captain tag-teamed for four
points on the night in a winning effort against the Clarkson
Golden Knights by a 5-3 final.
After previously trailing 2-0,
Saturday’s 5-3 win over Clarkson marked the first win of the
season for UNH.
“It was a huge win for us,”
head coach Dick Umile said
following the team’s first win.
CHINA WONG/STAFF
“We grew a lot, we had some
young kids playing out there and
I thought they played well.”
Grasso, who stands at 5-foot 7-inches, blossomed in this weekend’s
contests. The Ankeny, Iowa native tallied four points overall on the
weekend. A goal and an assist versus the Saints as well as two goals vs.

WHOC continued on page 13

MHOC continued on page 13
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SCORE
CARD
FOOTBALL (4-3)

42 39
JMU

UNH

Saturday, Durham N.H.

MEN’S SOCCER (10-4)

2 1
unh

binghamton

Saturday, Vestal, N.Y.

FIELD HOCKEY (4-10)

2 1
UNH

Albany

Sunday, Albany, N.Y.

WOMEN’S SOCCER (6-6-3)

1 0
Maine

UNH

Sunday, Orono, Maine

WOMEN’S HOCKEY (1-5)

6 2
UNH

Merrimack

Saturday, Durham, N.H.

MEN’S HOCKEY (1-2)

3 2

UNH

Clarkson

Saturday, Potsdam, N.Y.

VOLLEYBALL (11-10)

3 2

Albany

unh

Sunday, Albany, N.Y.

swimming and diving (0-1)

175 125
vermont

unh

Sunday, Burlington, Vt.

